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HIGH RESOLUTION ELASTOGRAPHY
USING TWO STEP STRAIN ESTI~'lTION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is based Oil provisional application
60/725,475 filed Oct. 11, 2005, and entitled "Two-Step Strain
Estimation in E1astography.

STATEMENT REGARING FEDERALY
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

This invention was made with United States governent
support awarded by the following agencies:

NIH Grant R21 EB003853.
TIie United States has certain rights in this invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVNTION

The present invention relates to ultrasonic imaging and in
paricular to an apparatus and method for making u1trasoiiic
elastography measurements.

Elastography is an imaging modality that reveals the stiff-
ness properties of tissue, for example, axial strain, lateral
strain, Poisson's ratio, YOlUig'S modulus and otler coinon
strain and strain-related measurements. In elastography,

strain measuremeiits may be collected over an area and com-
piled as a two-dimensional aray of data which may be
mapped to a grey or color scale to form a strain "iniage." 30
Analogously, strain measurements may be collected over a
volume displayed either thee-dimensionally or as a series of
stacked two-dimensional iniages.

In quasi-static elastography, two images of tissue ("pre-
compression" and "post-compression") are obtained by the 35
ultrasòund device witli the tissue in two different states of
compression, for exaniple, no compressioii and a given posi-
tive or negative (tensile) compression. TIie tissue may be
compressed by an external agency such as a probe or the like,
or muscular action or movement of organs near the tissue. 40
Strain may be deduced from tliese two images by computing
gradients of the relative local shifts or displacement in the
images along the compression axis. Quasi-static elastography
is analogous to a physician's palpation of tissue in which the
physician identifies fim stnictures by pressing the tissue and 45
detecting tle amount the tissue yields under this pressure.

DetermIiiig the relative displacement of the tissue
between tle two compression iniages is normally done by
analyzing successive portions of the ultrasonic signal in a
series of discrete I-D windows or 2-D or 3-D kemels. The 50
windows define portions of tle ultrasoiiic signal at successive
times representIiig reflections from tissue at successive loca-
tions along tle patl of the ultrasound. Kernels denote 2-D or
3-D search regions in the 2-D or 3-D received ultrasound echo
signals in the B-mode or RF data. The ultrasonic signal may 55
be eitler an envelope ofthe amplitude of a received ultrasonic
echo or tle echo signal (RF) itself.

Generally, tle signal in each window in the pre-compres-
sion image is cross-corre1ated to the signal iii a search area of
the post -compression image to find corresponding window in 60
the post -compression data and thereby deteniine slight shifts
between the signals and tlus shifts in location of the under-
lying tissue with compression. TIiis cross-correlation process
is repeated for successive windows of the ultrasonic signal
yielding local displacement of tissue for each window. The 65
grdient oftiiese local displacements yields a measure of the
local strains in the tissue.

2
The resolution of elastography is fiindamentally limted by

tiie size of the windows used to determine the displacement of
the tissue. Currently, larger windows are used, for example,
on the order of twenty wavelengths (a centIineter or more at
commoii ultrasound frequencies), too large to effectively
image extremely smaller objects such as the calcifications
that accompany breast cancer.

Smaller window sizes, for example, on tle order of one
wavelength (less than a milimeter at common ultrasound

10 frequencies), potentially provide an increase in tle resolution

of elastography, but are practically limited by problems of
tissue displacement movIiig the echo signals that arise from
tiiis tissue to be entirely out of the window and increased
statistical miscorrelation as tiie amoiint of correlated data is

15 reduced and the discipline of only correlating withi corre-
sponding windows is relaxed.

The problem of post-compressed tissue failing to remain
within corresponding windows of the post-compressed tissue
can be addressed by using larger size windows for the post-

20 compression data or by temporal stretching ofthe post-com-
pression data to Iinprove the alignment of the tissue between
windows, Tliis latter approach tends to introduce artifacts into
the post-compression data where some regions are over
stretched wliile other regions are under stretched. TIie former

25 approach stil faces the problem of statistical mismatching in
the cross correlation process promoted by the unmatched
window sizes.

SUllivL-\RY OF THE INVENTON

The present invention provides a high-resolution ultrasonic

elastogrphy machIiie using window sizes less than two
wavelengths (on the order less than a niillimeter) for common
ultrasound frequencies. The above-described problems of
small window sizes are avoided with a multi-step correlation
process starting with large windows which provide a coarse
estimation of tissue displacement. TIiis coarse estimation is
then used to guide the placement of successively smaller

wIiidows in later steps of the process, the displacement at each
window size guidiiig the placement of tle next smaller win-
dows. As so guided, the successively smaller windows may be
placed on corresponding echo signals, elininating tle prob-
lem of tissue movement outside of the windows and signfi-
cantly reducing the risk of miscorrelation.

Specifically then, the present Iiivention provides high reso-
lution ultrasonic elastogrphy in which pre-compression and
post-compression ultrasonic data sets are collected, and a first
comparison is made of the pre-compression and post-com-
pression data at a plurality of correspondIiig fist pre-com-
pression region and first post-compression regions to deter-
nune a coarse-displacement of material of the imaged object
resultiiig from compression. TIie detennined coarse-dis-
placements are then used to identifY second post -compres-

sion regions corresponding to a plurality of second pre-com-
pression regionswithin each fist pre-compressioiiregion and
a second comparson is made of tiie pre-compression and
post-coiipressioii data witlii the plurality of second pre-
compression regions corresponding second post-compres-
sion regions to detennine a finer-displacement of material of
the imaged object resulting from compression. An e1asto-
grapliic image based on the fier displacement is then output.

Thus, it is an object of at least one embodiment of the
invention to obtain the benefits of a large window or keme1
size in accommodating tissue displacement and the benefits
of a small window or kernel size for high-resolution imaging.
The large window or kernel sizes provide a coarse-displace-
ment map which guides the small window comparisons.
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The data of the fit pre-compression regions and fit

post-compressioii regions are down-sampled to reduce the
number of data samples that otherwise would need to be
compared.

Thus it is another object of at least one embodiment of the
invention to provide an effcient multistep/multiregion pro-
cess where the amount of data is Iinited to be commensurate
with the precision of tlie necessar displacement determna-
tion.

The fit comparison compares aniplitude envelopes of the io
ultrasonic data sets and the second comparison compares
ultrasonic data underlying the amplitude envelopes.

Thus it is another object of at least one embodiment of the
invention to provide a simple compression system (eiivelope
extraction) tlat is resistant to aliasing that can occur with 15
standard down-sampling.

The method may fuer include tle steps using the deter-
mined fier-displacements to identifY third post -compression
regions corrspoiiding to a plurality of third pre-compression 20
regions within each second pre-compression region aiid male-
ing a thd comparison of the pre-compression and post-

compression data within the plurality of third pre-compres-
sion regions and corresponding tliird post-compression
regions to deterne an even fier displacement of material of _
the imaged object resulting from compressioii. 2)

TIllS, it is an object of the invention to provide an arbitrary
number of steps of displacement refiement allowing

extemely fie resolution to be obtained even when assump-
tions about continuity in the displacement field are invalid, 30
such as when imaging blood vessels that are compressed or
expanded under pulsatile blood flow.

The fist comparison may compare portions of the ultra-
sonic data sets having no less than ten wavelengths of data
while the second comparson may compare portions having 35
less than ten waveleiigtls of data and preferably less thaii two
wavelengths of data.

TIlls, it is an object of the invention to significantly

increase the resolution of ultrasonic elastogrphy.
The fit comparson may produce a set of displacement 40

values as a fiinction of depth a10iig aii u1trasoiiic axis through
the imaged object and may include tlie step of interpolating
between tle displacement values to produce tle coarse-dis-
placement.

Thus, it is an object of the inventioii to provide extremely 45
fast displacement mapping commensurate with the purpose
of providing guidance for the smaller windows while nini-
mizing any time penalty for two steps of comparison,

The coarse-displacement data set may be filtered before its
use in guiding the p1acemellt of the smaller comparison win- 50
dows.

Thus, it is another object of the invention to make use of a
priori knowledge about properties of the imaged material, for
instance, tissue, to improve the coarse-displacement data, for 55
example, through low pass filtering or elimination of statisti-
cal anomalies.

The pre-compression and post-compression ultrasoiiic
data may be RF data.

Thus, it is an object of the inveiition to provide a system that 60
may take full advantage of single-wavelengtl features of the
RF data.

TIie ultrasonic data may be acquired along the axis of
compression or across the axis of compression and may be
used to form a two-dimensional or tliree-dimensional image 65
from multiple such ultrasouiid data acquired in a linear, ciir-
vilnear or angular fashion.

4
Thus, it is another object of the invention to provide for a

strain mapping tecluique tlat is applicable to a wide varety
of ultrasonic strain determiation applications.

These paricular objects and advantages may apply to only

some embodiments falling within the claims, and thus do not
defie tlie scope of the iiiveiition.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of aii u1trasound-

imaging machie such as may be used for elastography per
the present two-step invention; FIG. 2 is a diagram showing
the fit step of tlie invention in which corresponding large

windows of signals from pre-compressed and post-com-
pressed tissue are compared to obtain a coare determnation
of tissue displacement;

FIG. 3 is a grph showing a plot of the coarse-displacement
determined in the first step of the invention for multiple cor-
responding large windows;

FIG. 4 is a figure similar to that of FIG. 2 showing a second
step of the invention in which correspondig small windows
of signals from pre-compressed and post-compressed tissue
are compared to obtain a fie deternation of tissue dis-
placement; the corresponding small windows being identified
by the coarse-displacement map of FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 is a figure sinilar to that of FIG. 3 showing a
refinement of tiie coarse-displacement map of FIG. 3 using
tiie measurements for the small windows of FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 is allow chart depicting the steps of FIGS. 2 through
5',

FIG. 7 is a simplified perspective view of several different
modes of ultrasonic acquisition strategy to which the present
invention may be applied;

FIG. 8 is a representation of a pyramid, foiiied from the
data of botl of the pre-compression and post-compression
ultrasound data, as successively compressed in a multi-step
embodiment of the present invention, showing for each step
of compression a matchiiig depiction of a corresponding

waveform and sampling, and a depiction of a relative window
size;

FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing tle steps of the multi-step
embodiment; and

FIG. 10 is a set of figures sinilar to those of FIGS. 2 and4
showing refinements of displacement vectors USiiig succes-
sively smaller windows in the multi-step process.

DETA1LED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

Referrng now to FIG. 1, an ultrasonic imaging system 10
may provide an ultrasound transducer 12 producing and
receiviiig ultrsonic echo signls 14 along multiple ray paths
16 tlOUgll an imaged object such as tissue 18 of the patient.
For the purose of ilustration, the received the ultrasonic
echo signals 14 are shown superimposed on the tissue 18 to
depict the relatioiiship between these time domain signals to
reflections of ultrasonic energy from varous points along the
ray paths 16.

TIie ultrasonic echo signals 14 may be received and pro-
cessed by ultrasound acquisition circuitr 20 of a type well

known in the ar to provide radio frequency data to an e1as-
togrphy processor 22. A suitable ultrasonic imagiiig system
10 for the present invention may use 7 .5-megahertz frequency
with a transducer having five-hundred and twelve or more
consecutive elements to provide for ultrasound beams gener-
ated with an apertre of sixty-four element beams of ultra-
sonic echo signal 14.
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6
Geiierally, as wil be described in more detail below, the

e1astography processor 22 produces elastographic images 24
that may be displayed on a display terniina126 communicat-
ing with the elastogrphy processor 22. The elastogrphic
images 24 may provide for a visual representation of one or 5
more measures of stiffiess of the tissue 18 of the patient. An
input device 28 may communicate with the elastography pro-
cessor 22 to allow tiie user to set or change various processing
parameters used by the ultrasound acquisition circuitr 20 or

the elastography processor 22.
Referring now to FIGS. 1, 2, and 6, during a fist step in an

e1astographic acquisition using the above-described ultra-
sonic imaging system 10 as indicated by process block 40 of
FIG. 6, the tissue 18 oftlie patient may be compressed along
a compression axis 30 typically, but not necessarly, aligned 15
with tlie ray paths 16. For this purpose, the ultrasonic imaging
system 10 may include a separate compressor (not shown) or
the compression may be incidental to muscle or organ move-
ment, or performed maiiually by pressing down on the trans-
ducer 12 at an appropriate time. TIie compression is per- 20

fonned to allow the ultrasonic imaging system 10 to collect at
least two sets of ultrasonic echo signals 14, each with the
tissue 18 in a different state of compression, e.g., pre-com-
pression and post-compression. For simplicity, in the follow-
iiig description aiid claims, the terms "pre-compression" and 25
"post compression" refer simply to two different states of
compression and not necessarily a relative order of acquisi-
tion or relative magnitude of compression. Typically, a com-
pression of approximately one percent is sought. Largercom-
press ions can also be tracked using two-dimensioiial cross- 30

correlation processing.

Two-Step Processing

Referring to FIG. 2, the ultrasonic echo signals 14 acquired 35
in pre-compressed tissue 18 may be compared to ultrasonic
echo signals 14 post-compressed tissue 18' to deduce tissue
movement or defonnation caused by the compression. For
this purpose, each ultrasonic echo signal 14 and 14' is divided
into a set of time sequential coarse-scale kernels or windows 40
32 and 32', respectively, normally each greater than teii wave-
lengths of the ultrasonic echo signal 14 and preferably on the
order of twenty wavelengths. As is lUiderstood in the art, a
wavelength is the distance the ultrasonic echo signal 14 trav-
els through the tissue 18 during one cycle of the ultrasound 45
signals 14, and thus wil vary depending on the frequency of
the ultrasoiiic transducer 12.

The compression of the tissue 18 (depicted as tissue 18')
wil cause a sliifting of relative portioiiS of the ultrasound
sigiials 14 between coarse-scale windows 32 and 32' caused 50
by displacement of underlying tissiie 18, 18'. That is, the
ultrasonic echo signal 14 associated with a particular stnic-
hire in the tissue 18 will be found in a different location in
coarse-scale window 32 than in 32'. Ideally coarse-scale win-
dows 32 and 32' are sized so that, with foreseeable compres- 55
sion ofthe tissue 18, a portion of the ultrasonic echo signal 14
in coarse-scale Wiiidow 32 wil stil be within coarse-scale

window 32' for conceivable compression amounts thus lim-
iting the search area (e.g., the amount of relative shifting) that
wil be required of tiie coarse-scale window 32' necessary to 60
fid a location that provides good correlation with the data of

the coarse-scale window 32.
As indicated by process block 42 ofFlG. 6, for each of the

coarse-scale windows 32 on ultrasonic echo signals 14, a
cross correlation may be performed with the corresponding 65
coarse-scale wiiidow 32' on the ultrasonic echo signal 14' as a
function of movement of the location of the coarse-scale

window 32'. The cross correlation provides a peak value that
indicates a shift of tissue relative to window 32 durig the
compression reflected in the offset of the coarse scale win-
dows 32 and 32' at maximum correlation. The amount of this
shift provides data points 46 indicating tissue displacement
(ßz) as a IÌmction of deptli (z) along the ray patli16 and may
be stored to produce a coarse-displacement map 44 for each
ultrasonic echo signal 14. One data point 46 may be calcu-
lated for each coarse-scale window 32, and the separation

10 between displacement points 46 is therefore a fimction of the
size of coarse scale windows 32. In the preferred embodi-
ment, each coarse-scale window 32 does not overlap the next
window on a given ultrasonic echo signal 14 to speed pro-
cessing because only a coarse-displacement map 44 is
required.

The coarse-displacement map 44 may be IÌirer processed

by interpolating between points 46 to provide a continuous
IÌinction 48 and low pass filtering of that IÌllction according
to a priori knowledge of tissue characteristics in smootliing
displacement of post-compressed tissue. Other statistical
measures may be taken to improve the coarse-displacement
map 44 including, for example, curve fitting aiid the elimina-
tion of statistically outlying points caused by noise or other
artifacts.

Referring now to FIG. 4 and process block 50 of FIG. 6,
fine-scale windows 52 and 52' on each of ultrasonic echo
signals 14 and 14', respectively, are less than ten wavelengths,
preferably less than two wavelengths, and as little as a single
wavelengtli of the ultrasonic echo signal 14 in lellgth. TIie
reduced size of each fine-scale window 52 and 52' sigiiifi-
cantly reduces the 1ikelilood that tissue in a fie-scale win-
dow 52 in the pre-compressed tissue 18 wil by chance con-
tain the same tissue as that in fine-scale window 52' in the
post-compressed tissue 18' at the same relative location. Fur-
tiier, the limited amount of data in the fie-scale window 52
increases tiie possibility of false correlations with unrelated
portions of ultrasonic echo sigiial 14' should fine-scale win-
dow 52' be scanned over an arbitrarily large search area in
making a correlation.

For these reasons, a new, displaced, fine-scale window 52"
having the same dimensions as fie-scale Wiiidow 52 is iden-
tified on ultrasonic echo signl 14' having a displacement
from fie-scale window 52' derived from the coarse-displace-
ment map 44 of FIG. 3. Specifically, for each fine-scale win-
dow 52, the z-Iocation of the fie-scale window 52 is applied
to the coarse-displacement map 44 to deternne the likely

tissue shift ßz at that z-location, and tliereby anticipate the
likely location of fie-scale window 52" covering a portion of
ultrasonic echo signals 14' from tiie same tissue as that pro-
ducing the ultrsonic echo signal 14 covered by fine-scale
window 52.

For each of the fine-scale windows 52 on ultrasonic echo
signals 14, a cross corre1atioii may be performed with the
corresponding fuie-scale window 52" on the ultrasonic echo
signal 14' at various offsets in a limited range about this initial
location of fie-scale window 52". TIie cross correlation, as
before with windows 32 and 32', provides a peak value that
indicates a shift of tissue relative to window 52 durig the
compression.

This cross-correlation process is repeated for each of a
series of windows 52 as indicated by process block 56 to
create a new fine-displacement map 44' from the cross corre-
lations between corresponding fie-scale window 52 and 52".
Fine-scale windows 52 may overlap slightly so as to provide
data points 46' that may be more frequent than the width of the
fine-scale window 52.
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The fine-displacement map 44', as indicated by process
block 58 of FIG. 6, may be used directly to create an e1asto-

grphic image where stiffness is deduced by tle slope of tle
curve of tiie fuie-displacement map 44' accordiiig to methods
well-known in the art. Additional processing, for example,
filtering and statistical processing, may be optionally per-
formed on fine displacement map 44' prior to reconstniction
of tle image.

Multistep (pyranid) Processing

Referrg now to FIG. 8, the pre-compressioii ultrasonic
echo signals 14 and post-compression ultrasonic echo signals
14' may be assembled into a radio-frequency data ary 70
having successive rows incorporating digitized samples 74 of
echo signals 14 or 14' from spatially adjacent tissue. Wle
the data array 70 is shown as a two-dimensional ary, it wil
be understood that it may alternatively be a three dimensional
array of data representing data over three corresponding spa-
tial dimensions in the tissue 18.

The radio-frequency data array 70 may be down-sampled
to produce fit down-sampled data set 76 providing fewer

data points and thus generally fewer rows and colmiins. The
down-sampling process may simply down-sampling of radio-
frequency data aray 70, e.g., by combiig and interpolating
between tle samples 74 (in two or tlee dimensions) of radio-
frequency data array 70 to produce tle smaller set of samples
for first down-sampled data set 76, or may, in the preferred
embodiment, be samples 80 taken at a lower sample rate on
amplitude envelope 82 of the echo signals 14 or 14' using well
knowii amplitude demodulation technques. The amplitude

envelope 82, having inherently lower frequency than tle

waveform 72 eliniinates problems that may occur if the
sample rate of samples 80 is less than the Nyquist frequency,
(e.g., less than twice the highest frequency of echo signals 14
or 14'). The interpolation or enveloping is preferably per-
formed in two directions for two dimensional array 70 reduc-
Iiig the number of rows and column of data in the fit
down-sampled data set 76 and in three dimension for a tlee-
dimeiisional array 70.

Sinilarly, the fit down-sampled data set 76 may be down-
sampled to produce second down-sampled data set 84 by
down sampling and interpolation or otler compression pro-
cesses providing even fewer data points from samples 86 at a
yet lower rate, and thus generally fewer rows and co1umiis.

As wil be discussed further below, the successive down-
sampling of the radio-frequency data array 70 as fit down-
sampled data set 76 and second down-sampled data set 84
allows for effcient correlation of successively larger kernel or
windows 11 0, 100 and 92, respectively, at higher speeds. The 50
kernels or windows 110, 100, and 92 can be two or thre
dimensional depeiiding on tle dimensions of the data array
70. The larger windows provide lower accuracy displacement
measurements, but such measurements are suitable for tle
successive refiement of displacement measurements pro-

vided by the present invention. Note tlat tle combination of
down-sampling and larger window sizes allows each window
to have, if desired, a comparable number of data points for
different sampliiig resolutions.

Referrng now to FIGS, 8,9 and 10, at a first step indicated
by process block 90 of this multi-step version of tle inven-
tion, occurrg after step 40 of FIG. 6, a displacement map 44'
providing a series of displacement vectors 96 is created using
tle data of the second down-sampled data set 84 analyzed
using a large window 92. The size of window 92 may, for
example, be such as to fully cover a blood vessel 94, whose
compression may be effected by tle nonnal pulsatile flow of

8
blood tlOUgll the vesse194. In this siruation, the wall of the
vessel 94 closest to the transducer (not shown) may move
toward the transducer while tle wall of the vessel 94 fìirthest
from the transducer may move away frm the trnsducer

5 creating a noii-monotonic displacement field nonnally unex-

pected in conventional displacement calciilating a1goritls.

While the window 92 is relatively large, the down-sampling
of the second down-sampled data set 84 means tlat the com-
putational burden for cross correlation ofthe pre- and post-

10 compression data of window 92 is well managed. The com-
parson oftle data oftlie windows 92 aiid 92' maybe in two or

tlee dimensions as would be appropriate for the data.
At process block 90, the pre-compression data of tle sec-

ond down-sampled data set 84 for each of a series of windows
15 92 is compared to the post-compression data of tlie second

down-sampled data set 84 in correspondiiig windows 92' to
determne a displacement vector 96 associated with each
window 92, 92'.

At process block 98, a mmiber of smaller windows 100 and
20 100' are tlien defined within each wIiidow 92 or a similar

search area, as applied to tle pre-compression and post-com-
pression data, respectively, ofthe fit down-sampled data set
76. Corresponding locations of windows 100 and 100' are
determined using previously computed displacement vector

25 96 for tle window 92 in which window 100 is located. Gen-
erally window 100' need not be in the same window 92 as
window 100.

At process block 102 the comparison of these smaller
corresponding windows 100 and 100' as the latter is scanned

30 over a limited search area, is used to produce a new displace-
ment map comprised of a set of displacement vectors 104
providing more accuracy than displacement vectors 96.

Process block 98 may tlien be repeated with yet smaller
data window 110 beIiig defined withIii each data window 100

35 applied to pre-compression data of the data set 70 and
matched to a corresponding data wIiidow 110' in the post-
compression data of the data set 70. At process block 102, a
yet even more accurate displacement map may be constnicted
using displacement vectors 108 calculated from a comparison

40 of the data of windows 11 0 and 11 0'. Data window 11 0 may
be small enougli tliat the assumptions about coiitinuity or
monotOlucity of the displacemeiit field apply.

At each level of this process, when displacement vectors
96, 104 and 108, are calculated, displacement vectors asso-

45 ciated witli low nonnalized cross-correlation coeffcients
may be replaced or interpolated from surrounding displace-
ment vectors having higher nonnalized cross-correlation
value. The threshold for such replacement may be empirically
choseii.

In addition other filtering may be applied to the displace-
ment vectors, for example, smoothiiig them with a cubic
spline smoothing function.

Referrng now to FIG. 7, the present invention is applicable
to a wide varety of ultrasonic elastogrphic acquisitions

55 where improved resolution is required including a two-di-
mensional acquisition in w1iich the ultrasoiiic transducer pro-
duces a linear or sector acquisition 60 along the compression
axis 30, or three-dimensional acquisition, with the ultrasonic
transducer 12b, which produces a sector or linear array iiltra-

60 sound data 62, or where an ultrasound beam 60 is swept
tlough an area for a three-dimensional acquisition (not

shown) or in acquisitions in which a transducer12c (as shown
by ultrasonic transducer 12c') obtains both axial and lateral
acquisitions over a three-dimensional or two-dimensional

65 volmne. As used herein, "axial" is the direction of the com-
pression axis 30 and the term "lateral" wil be used to describe
axes that cross the compression axis 30 including, but not
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necessarily Iinited to, those perpendicular to the compres-
sion axis 30. Thus, the present technques may apply to a
number of elastogrphy applications wlierever fie or high
resolution displacement must be deternned including those
techniques described in U.S. patent applications Ser. No. 5
10/094,844 fied Mar. 8,2002; U.S. Pat. No. 6,749,571 issued
11Ul. 15, 2004; Ser. Nos. 10/420,125 filed Apr. 21, 2003;
10/772,663 filed Feb. 4, 2004; 10/765,293 filed Jan. 24, 2005;
and 10/784,526 filed Feb. 23,2005, all hereby incorporated
by reference and assigned to the same assignee as the present iO
application.

It should be noted that the present techiiique can be used
with envelope waveforms, transnission ultrasound (as
opposed to echo ultrasound), that the sizes of the windows 32
and 54 may be freely adjusted by tiie user, that ths techiiique 15
can be used in CO.q1ilction with other technques such as
stretching of post-compression data and tliat the image need
not be of tissue, but that tiie present invention is applicable to
other materials. It is therefore specifically intended that the
preseiit invention not be Iiiiited to the embodients and 20
ilustrations contained herein, but include modified forms of
those embodiments including portions of the embodiments
and combinations of elements of different embodimeiits as
come within the scope of the following claims.

We claim:
1. A method of high-resolution ultrasonic elastography

comprising the steps of:
(a) obtaiJiing a pre-compression and post-compression

ultrasonic data set of an imaged object;
(b) making a first comparison of the pre-compression and 30

post-compression data at a plurality of corresponding
first pre-compression regions and fit post -compression
regions to deternine a coarse-displacement of material
of the imaged object resulting from compression, the
first comparison shifting a given first pre-compression 35
region withrespectto at least one first post-compression
region to determine the coarse-displacement as a loca-
tion where the shifting produces greatest correlation;

(c) using the deterniied coarse-displacements to identify
second post-compression regions smaller than the first 40
post-compression regions and corresponding to a plu-
rality of second pre-compressioii regions wit1ùn each
fit pre-compression region;

(d) making a second comparson of the pre-compression
and post-compression data within the plurality of second 45
pre-compression regions and corresponding second

post-compression regions to determine a fier displace-
ment of material of the imaged object resulting from
compression, the second comparison shifting a given
second pre-compression region with respect to at least 50
one second post-compression region, the at least one
secoiid post-compression region identified using the
coarse displacement, to deternie the fine-displacement
as a location where the shifting produces greatest corre-
lation; and

(e) outputting aii elastographic image based on the finer
displacement.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the data of the fit

pre-compression regions aiid first post-compression regioiis
are down-sampled to reduce a nuiber of data samples that 60
must be compared.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein tiie fist comparison
compares amplitude envelopes of the ultrasonic data sets and
tiie second comparison compares ultrasoiiic il'1ta underlying
the amplitude envelopes.

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising after step (d)
and before step (e) the steps of:

(f) using the determined finer-displacements to identify
tliird post-compression regions correspondiiig to a plu-
rality of thid pre-compression regions within each sec-

ond pre-compressioii region;

(g) making a tlùrd comparisoii of the pre-compression and
post-compression data witli the plurality of third pre-
compression regions and corresponding thd post-com-
pression regions to determine an even fier displacement
of material of the imaged object resulting from compres-
sion.

5. TIie method of claim 4 wherein the data of the fit

pre-compression regions and fit post-compression regions

are down-sampled by a first amount to reduce the number of
data samples tliat must be compared, and the data of the
second pre-compression regions and fit post-compression

regions are downsampled by a second amount less than the
first amolUit to reduce a number of data samples tliat must be
compared.

6. The method of claim 4 wherein the fit comparison

compares amplitude envelopes of tiie ultrasonic data sets aiid
the second and thid comparison compares ultrasonic data
underlying the amplitude envelopes.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the first comparson
compares portions of the pre-compression and post -compres-

25 sion ultrasOliic data set no less than ten wavelengths.
8. The method of claim 1 wherein tiie second comparison

compares portions of the pre-compression and post -compres-
sion ultras01iic data set less than ten wavelengths of ultra-
sound used to acquire the pre-compression and post-com-
pression ultrasonic data set.

9. TIie method of claim 8 wherein the second comparison
compares portions of the pre-compression and post -compres-
sion ultrasonic data set less than two wavelengths of ultra-
sound used to acquire the pre-compression and post-com-
pression ultrasonic data set.

10. TIie method of claim 1 wherein the first comparson
produces a set of displacement values as a ftuiction of deptli
along an ultrasonic axis through the imaged object and further
including the step of interpolating between the set of dis-
placement values to produce the coarse-displacement.

11. TIie method of claini 1 further including tiie step of
filtering the coarse-displacement before use in step (c).

12. The method of claim 1 wherein pre-compression and
post-compression ultrasonic data set are RF data.

13. TIie method of claim 1 wherein the pre-compression
and post-compression ultrasonic data set are ultrasoiic sig-
nals acquired along an axis of compression.

14. The method of claim 1 wherein the pre-compression
and post-coiipression ultrasonic data set are ultrasoiic sig-
nals acquired across an axis of compression,

15. The method of claim 1 whereiii the first and second
comparisons compare two dimensional kernels of the pre-
compression and post-compression data.

16. TIie metliod of claim 1 wherein first and second com-
55 parisons compare three dimensional kernels of the pre-com-

pression and post-compressioii data.
17. An ultrasonic elastography machine comprising:
an ultrasonic transducer system for obtaining a pre-com-

pression and post -compression ultrasonic data set of an
imaged object;

an electronic computer receiving tiie pre-compression aiid
post-compression ultrasoiiic data set and executing a
stored program to:

(a) make a fit comparison of tiie pre-compression and
post-compression data at a plurality of corresponding
fist pre-compression regions and first post-compression
regioiis to detemiine a coarse-displacement of material

65
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of the imaged object resulting from compression, the
fit comparison shifting a given fit pre-compression

region with respect to at least one fist post-compression
region to determe the coare-displacement as a loca-
tion where the shifting produces greatest correlation;

(b) determie coare-displacements to identifY second
post-compression regions smaller than the fist post

compression regions corresponding to a plurality of sec-
oiid pre-compression regions witlin each fit pre-com-

pression region;

(c) make a second comparison of the pre-compression and
post-compression data within the plurality of second
pre-compression regions and corresponding second

post-compression regioiis to deternine a finer-displace-
ment of material of the imaged object resulting from
compression, tle second comparison shifting a given
second pre-compressioii region witli respect to at least
one second post-compression region, the at least one
second post-compression region ideiitified using the
coarse displacemeiit, to determine the fine-displacement
as a location where tle sliifting produces greatest corre-
lation; and

(d) output an elastographic iinage based on the fier dis-

placemeiit.
18. The apparatus of claim 17 wherein the fist comparison

compares amplinide envelopes of the ultrasoiiic data sets and
the second comparson compares ultrasonic data underlying
the amplinide envelopes.

19. TIie apparatus of claim 17 whereiii the stored progrm,
after step and before step (d) executes to:

(e) use the determined fier-displacements to identify loca-
tions of third post -compression regions smaller than the
second post compressioii regions and corresponding to a
plurality of third pre-compression re wi tliin each second
pre-compression region;

(f) make a tlird comparison of the pre-compression and
post-compression data within the plurality oftliird pre-

12
compression regioiis and corresponding tliid post.com-
pression regions to deternne an even finer displacement
of material of the imaged object resulting frm compres-
sion.

20. TIie apparatus of claim 19 wherein the fist comparison
compares amplinide envelopes of tle ultrsonic data sets aiid
tle second and thd comparison compares ultrasonic data

underlying the amplitude envelopes.

21. The elastogrphy machiiie of claim 17 wherein tle
10 determiation of coarse displacements compares portions of

the pre-compression and post-compression ¡ùtrasonic data set
no less than ten waveleiigtlis.

22. The elastogrphy machiiie of claim 17 wherein the

refiiing of the deternation of coarse displacements coll-
15 pares portions oftle pre-compression and post-compression

ultrasonic data set less than ten wavelengths of ultrasound
used to acquire the pre-compression and post-compression
ultrasonic data set.

23. The elastography macliiiie of claim 22 wherein the
20 refining of 

the coarse deternination compares portions of the
pre-compression and post -compression ultrasonic data set
less than two wavelengths of ultrasoiind used to acquire the
pre-compression and post-compression ultrsonic data set.

25 24. TIie e1astography macliie of claim 17 wherein the
determination of coarse displacemeiits fit produces a set of

displacement values as a fiinclion of depth along an ultrasonic
axis through the imaged object and second interpolates
between the set of displacement values.

25. The elastography macliine of claim 17 :!irther includ-
ing the step of fitering tlie coarse displacements before its use
in refining the coarse determination.

26. The elastography macliine of claim 25 wherein the
filtration removes data values deviating by more than a pre-

35 detenl1ined amount from neighboring data values.
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